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GameGuru is a source of computer games news, reviews and cheats. We also cover hardware and entertainment GameGuru GAMING -
www.GameGuruGaming.com E-mail: [email protected] . GameGuru Gaming is the #1 place for all your game needs. We provide news,
cheats, hints, and more on dozens of different game platforms. Overview. In The Trials of It. In many ways, the game begins where last
year's game left off. The story is very similar. You can expect the same set-up. A mysterious airship lands on a strange island, and the place
is overrun with monsters and traps that will come in handy later in the game. The player must navigate various trap-infested areas,
complete nine dungeon challenges, and defeat the island's monsters and bosses. The difficulty level is very high, and the player can expect
a lot of trial and error. To even start playing the game, the player must make it through about eight dungeon stages. There are five hero
classes, and each has different abilities. The player can choose from the following classes: Archer, Berserker, Knight, Mage, and Warrior.
The player can expect some very difficult battles from the very beginning. Even the training stages are very difficult, and the player must
overcome all sorts of challenges. At the end of the game, the player receives the "Hero" title, and he or she must beat the eight dungeons
again to obtain the "God" title. After beating the eight dungeons, the player is rewarded with the "Master" title. The order is: Match
Arena1. Sorcerer. Sorcerer is the first Hero class that you can choose from. He can learn spells, such as some fire and lightning attacks.
The Sorcerer is weak to magical attacks. . The mystic arts. In The Trials of It. In many ways, the game begins where last year's game left
off. The story is very similar. You can expect the same set-up. A mysterious airship lands on a strange island, and the place is overrun with
monsters and traps that will come in handy later in the game. The player must navigate various trap-infested areas, complete nine dungeon
challenges, and defeat the island's monsters and bosses. The difficulty level is very high, and the player can expect a lot of trial and error.
To even start playing the game, the player must make it through about eight dungeon stages. There are five hero classes, and each
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